Options to Overcome Refusals
The options available to try to overcome refusals based on
likelihood of confusion are varied.
They include presenting arguments as to why the marks
are dissimilar and/or the goods or services are different;
seeking consent for the use and registration of your mark from
the owner of the cited registration/earlier Äled application; and
initiating a concurrent use proceeding should the facts support
that option.
Addressing the Examiner’s Objection
One of the tools available for practitioners to address an
examiner’s refusal that one mark is confusingly similar to
another is by argument.4
The Trademark OfÄce will take the following list of nonexhaustive features, known as Dupont factors, into account:
• The similarity or dissimilarity of the marks in their
entireties as to appearance, sound, connotation and
commercial impression. The more marks are different
visually, phonetically, aurally and in other fashions, the less
likely consumer confusion would arise. The basic principle
in determining confusion between marks is that marks
must be compared in their entireties–not dissected into
parts–and must be considered in connection with the
particular goods or services for which they are used and
not in the abstract;5
• The relatedness of the goods or services as described
in the application and cited registration(s) or earlier Äled
application(s). The more the parties’ goods or services
are different in terms of function, use or other aspect, the
likelihood of consumer confusion is reduced. SpeciÄcally,
two unrelated companies can have rights to the same
mark if each party’s mark is used in completely different
Äelds;6
• The similarity or dissimilarity of the parties’ trade
channels–for example, how the goods or services are
sold; whether one parties’ goods are specialized, etc...
• Consumer sophistication. The more reÄned the
consumer of a particular product or service, the less likely
consumer confusion will arise;7
• The types of goods sold–for example, whether impulse
or careful sophisticated purchasing. The more expensive
an item, ordinarily, the more a consumer is likely to
scrutinize the product therefore lessening the risk of
consumer confusion;
• The number and nature of similar marks in use on
similar goods. If a number of similar marks already exist
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for similar goods or services, the more likely consumers
would assess other aspects of the mark to differentiate
source.
While any one factor may be sufÄcient to overcome
the refusal, ordinarily, the more factors an applicant can
show, the better the chance of overcoming the refusal of the
application.8
Obtaining the Cited Mark Owner’s Consent
A second option to try to counter an examiner’s refusal to
register a mark based on consumer confusion is seeking
consent of the owner of the cited registration/earlier Äled
application for the use and registration of the mark in question.
A consent agreement may take a number of different
forms and come to be under a variety of circumstances. These
can include:
• Entering into a formal agreement with the cited
registrant/applicant whereby the parties agree on certain
usage restrictions–font, stylization, logo usage, use with
other words.;
• Agreeing on limits on how the products and services are
sold; or,
• Specifying channels of trade by which each party’s
products or services will be sold or advertised,
agreements to cooperate in the event of any confusion,
and other manners.9
While there is no per se rule that a consent, whatever
its terms, will always tip the balance to Änding no likelihood
of confusion, consent agreements are given great weight
because the Trademark OfÄce takes the position that the
parties closest to the matter are best equipped to assess the
marketplace.
Further, the PTO’s position is that its personnel should
not substitute their own judgment concerning likelihood
of confusion for the judgment of the real parties in interest
without good reason, that is, unless the other relevant factors
clearly dictate a Änding of likelihood of confusion.10
While consent agreements receive great deference, socalled naked consent agreements–agreements that contain
little more than a prior registrant’s consent to the registration
of an applied-for mark and possibly a mere statement that
source confusion is believed to be unlikely–are typically
considered to be less persuasive than agreements that, Ärst,
detail the particular reasons why the relevant parties believe no
likelihood of confusion exists and, second, specify in detail the
arrangements undertaken by the parties to avoid confusing
the public.11
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The more information the parties place in a consent
agreement explaining why the parties believe confusion is
unlikely, the more the PTO assumes the consent is based on a
reasoned assessment of the marketplace, and, consequently,
will lend more weight to the consent.12
As an example, when a client’s recent application for the
mark Jailbird for restaurant services was refused due to another
registration for the identical mark for wines, the owner of the
Jailbird wine brand was contacted and the blocking registrant’s
consent was granted.
The letter of consent explained why the parties’ products–
wines for the registrant and restaurant services for the other
party–were different and not related. The argument was made
that the price points for both party’s goods and services were
sufÄciently different so as to avoid a likelihood of confusion; that
the parties’ respective goods and services will be purchased by
sophisticated end users.
As such, the relevant intended consumers would purchase
the respective goods and services only after careful research
and study of the products and their sources.
Finally, the letter explained that in the unlikely event the
parties learn of any instance of actual confusion, they would
work together in good faith to alleviate such confusion. The
signed letter of consent convinced the examiner and allowed
the client’s Jailbird mark for restaurant services to proceed to
publication.
Concurrent Use Proceedings
Another option sometimes available to a party receiving a
refusal based on likelihood of confusion arises when the party
applying to register their mark has used it for a period of time
which precedes the registration date of the cited registrant.
The process–called concurrent use proceedings–allows
an applicant to apply to register their mark usually based on
geographic limitation.
The statutory framework is found in the Trademark Act,
which contains a proviso which mandates that an eligible
applicant may request issuance of a registration based on rights
acquired by concurrent use of its mark, either with the owner
of an existing registration or earlier-Äled application or with the
common-law user of a conÅicting mark.13
In a concurrent use application, the applicant normally
requests a geographically restricted registration and identiÄes in
its application one or more parties who concede to have rights
to use the mark in other geographical areas.14
These other parties may own applications or registrations or
they may have common law rights to a mark, but no application
or registration.
There are two bases upon which a concurrent use
registration may be issued:
• A determination by the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
that the applicant is entitled to a concurrent registration; or
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• A Änal determination by a court of the concurrent
rights of the parties to use the same or similar marks in
commerce.15
An applicant is eligible to request a registration subject to
concurrent use if it meets one or more of the following criteria:
• The owner of the registration consents to the grant of a
concurrent use registration to the applicant;
• The concurrent use request is sought pursuant to a
court decree determining the rights of the concurrent
user; or,
• The applicant’s date of use of its mark is before the
Äling date of the other pending application or existing
registration.16
The applicant shoulders the burden of proving that it is
entitled to a concurrent use registration.17
Thus, in circumstances when a client has used their mark
before the Äling date of another trademark, the concurrent
use option is a viable and potentially effective option to
obtain a registration.
This is true even if the identical mark for the identical
goods or services has been used in another part of the
country. The end result is that both parties obtain rights to
their respective marks in their respective geographies.
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Available Options
Several options exist when receiving a refusal that a mark is
confusingly similar to another previously Äled application or
existing registration.
These options can vary–for example, explaining to
the examiner why the marks and/or goods or services
associated with each party’s marks are different or why
the channels of trade are different; seeking and obtaining
consent from the owner of the mark blocking your
trademark; or initiating concurrent use proceedings if the
client’s own use predates the Äling date of the other party’s
application or registration.
Knowing the full landscape of available options can be
instrumental in crafting a suitable strategy to address and
overcome the examiner’s refusal with the ultimate goal of
obtaining the desired registration for the client’s mark.
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